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Overview


ShowCoin is issued by ShowFuture Foundation from Singapore to reward users in 

promoting and using the Show platform. It applies a conditional distribution 

mechanism to reward related development teams and users who have contributed 

to the platform. This token does not need to be purchased by users; by providing 

liquidity, inviting friends to use the Show platform, or actively participating in 

events, users can earn ShowCoin freely as rewards. This article will explain 

ShowCoin's concept, allocation, buy-back & burn policy, usecase, etc.
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About ShowCoin


Summary


Total Supply: 200 Million (With a smart contract to ensure that no additional tokens 
are issued)


Decimal Precision: 8 decimal digits


Abbreviation: SHOW


Contract Hash


74329def68b677f5be4052f6b6c647e6d4f597e455c80ee52b1e4ed286c7b976


Issue Address


53b98050604a628e12d54f5497654f69632c2da719f3041d91689052101edfa6
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ShowCoin Allocation


27% is given away to the development team and released 

linearly over 36 months.Locked contract/address: 


1Cr4hxXacDZ2XSdN5rwYKUVVkFsvmcUMXA


3.5% is given away to earlier angel investors and released 

linearly over 36 months. Locked contract/address: 


1Ao5iQsPW23zKZWQ3uEQ2kpePTsqunw8p3


3.5% is reserved by the Foundation for ecosystem development. 

Foundation reservation contract/address:


1NCKsAewd5VP75LdNednipfrNjgK15jHyy


No more than 1% is for genesis liquidity pools provision. This part 

of ShowCoin does not rule out withdrawing from the liquidity 

pool appropriately. And it will be freely allocated by the 

Foundation.
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65% for rewarding Show users, including:


• 10% of the total is used to reward users for providing liquidity, with linear 
release in 36 months. Locked contract/address: 


1MjVUxgvM5tT4fCFU7zqmdCVfd4AMyWsDV  


• 10% of the total is used for Show marketing activities, including airdrops, 
rewarding active users and users with high-quality content. The annual 
usage will not exceed 3%. We will announce the usage regularly. 
Promotion reservation contract/address: 


1BgNpHvA65iotm6Q3di79cHcU8V2TbAHhG 


• 45% of the total is used for Referral Mining. It means rewarding users 
who refer new users to use the Show platform. It is allocated in Proof of 
Consumption (See "Referral Mining" in this document) and released 
linearly in 48 months. Locked contract/address: 


1AuJZ6kXunYJhtsAom3Hn8FaC81jcWu5vt
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Referral Mining Mechanism


Distribution Mechanism


90 million ShowCoins, 45% of the total, will be used to reward users for promoting 

the Show platform. It will be released linearly in 48 months,  about 62,500 

ShowCoins are released every day. The distribution of ShowCoin adopts the Proof 

of Consumption mechanism. It means the more new users invited by the old user 

contribute to the platform service fee on the Show platform in a certain period; the 

more ShowCoin the old user will receive. Each invited new user will continue 

participating in ShowCoin's rewards program within 30 days of successful 

registration. 


Specific as follows: 


The number of ShowCoin obtained by old users per day: (The sum of the invited 

new users' consumption on the Show platform services on one day / the sum of all 

the new users' consumption on the Show platform services on one day) * 62500


For example: If user Tom invites a total of 3 new users to use the Show platform, 

then these three new users are all within 30 days of new registration, and the 

three new users have consumed 1 BSV on the Show platform. If the total amount of 

new user consumption within the Show platform is 20 BSV, the rewards for Tom for 

that day are:


1/20 * 62500=3125 ShowCoin
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Details


New Users：Users will be regarded as New Users for 30 days after they 

successfully register on the Show platform and obtain MetaID by using 

recommender's invitation code or link.


Show Platform Consumption：Only the transaction with the receiving income 

address specified by the platform is regarded as the consumption of the Show 

platform. Miners' fees, tips to users, purchases of users' NFT, and other 

transactions not related to the income address are not regarded as a Show 

Platform Consumption. The income covers BSV, MetaCoin, USDT, ShowCoin. Sales 

revenue such as NFTs of primary account's MetaID and backup account's MetaID is 

included. 


Income Address: 19NeJJM6eEa3bruYnqkTA4Cp6VvdFGSepd


Maximum Rewards Per User：In order to encourage more users to participate 

in the Referral Mining, there is an upper limit on the number of mining rewards that 

a single user can receive per day. The upper limit is 10% of the total supply in the 

Referral Mining program per day, 6250 ShowCoins. The exceeding part will not be 

counted and distributed. 


Distribution Method


The reward part of Referral Mining will be counted and distributed using Smart 

Contracts or automated programs and announced immediately. All data comes 

from the blockchain, and users can check and verify. ShowCoin distribution will be 

settled once at the end of each Metablock (that is, every 144 BSV blocks, about one 

day), and will be completed before the end of the next Metablock. Users needs to 
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Buyback & Burn Mechanism


ShowPay Limited will buy back ShowCoin with at least 40% of the revenue of the 

Show platform every three months on the open market after ShowCoin Referral 

Mining is launched. 


The repurchased ShowCoin will be burned directly, and the buy-back record will be 

announced immediately. Openness and transparency will be assured that users 

can check through the blockchain browser until the total amount of 100 million 

ShowCoin is burned. The income of Show platform is transparent, see details in the 

“Platform Revenue Supervision”.
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ShowCoin Usecase


ShowPay Limited promises that ShowCoin will have a wide range of usecase in the 

future, including but not limited to:


• Show Platform service fee discount


• App listing fees in Certified Zone in the App store on Show Platform 


• IRO listing fees on NFTonShow.com


• NFT Batch minting and FT Batch minting fees based on MetaID


ShowPay Limited also promises to explore larger usecases of ShowCoin on the 

Show platform and other self-operated projects in the future.
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About Show Platform


The Show platform mentioned in this document is not just a specific application but 

refers to a platform composed of a series of websites and apps developed by 

ShowPay Limited. The most significant difference between this platform and 

traditional platforms is that it is completely based on MetaID so that all MetaID 

applications can benefit directly from the increase of users of the Show platform, 

and the BSV ecosystem can also benefit indirectly.


Platform Positioning


This is the first comprehensive platform for the MetaID protocol and aims to 

provide extensive support for MetaID applications. It provides:


• Fast access wallet


• Notification function


• Basic social functions


• Other supporting functions for the future mass MetaID users


The significance of this platform for MetaID applications is that MetaID developers 

only need to focus on the business layer of their application, other wallet functions, 

basic user social functions, push notification functions, search functions, and 

related NFT functions can be used on the Show platform.  The web version running 

environment, Android, iOS, and other mobile operating environments have also 

been prepared on the Show platform. The business goal of Show platform is to 

become the entrance of massive MetaID applications. 
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Show Platform Applications Coverage


Show platform can be divided into Basic applications, NFT applications, and Web3 

applications.


Basic Applications include：


• ShowApp


• It is an App on Android and iOS. It provide basic social functions, including 
private chat, group chat, user following, etc. It is also a comprehensive 
App wallet, which has realized asset management of BSV, Sensible FT and 
Sensible NFT. At the same time, it is also the notification center for MetaID 
applications and the MetaID application market. It is an moble application.


• ShowMoney (Web Version)


• It is a web version of MetaID wallet, which has realized asset 
management such as BSV, Sensible FT, SensibleNFT, etc. At the same 
time, it also provides MetaID access services for MetaID in the web.


• ShowMoney (Browser plug-in Version)


• It is a browser plug-in wallet similar to MetaMask, which will realize asset 
management such as BSV, Sensible FT, and Sensible NFT. It can provide 
access services similar to MetaMask for MetaID applications.
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NFT Applications include：


• NFTonShow.com


• It is an NFT market based on MetaID and Sensible Smart Contracts; It 
provides a wealth of NFT sales and auction functions. It also provides a 
series of NFT dividend, NFT lock-up, and other functions. It is the NFT 
transaction market for MetaID applications and the center for other 
MetaID applications to turn their revenue into cash.


• Metabot.world


• It is a SocialFi avatar project based on MetaID and a programmable NFT 
virtual character. Every ten new MetaID users will generate a Metabot 
avatar quota. It will become a popular avatar NFT project on MetaID and 
a virtual character in MetaID games, social applications, etc., in the future. 
It is one of an essential projects in the MetaID SocialFi category.
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Web3.0 Applications include：


• ShowBuzz.app


• A blog application on chain based on the MetaID.


• ShowMoment.app


• A photo/video-based social media on chain based on the MetaID.


• ShowTalk.app


• A private/group chat web application on MetaID, in which the data is 
interoperable in ShowApp.


• MetaSpotlight.com


• It is a global search engine that can search all the content of MetaID 
applications. This will be another critical entrance when MetaID 
applications are enriched in the future.


• MetaID101.com


• A learning and forum application of MetaID


All of the above applications are based on the MetaID protocol, and data between 

different applications are interoperable, which will become the basic of a large 

number of  MetaID applications in the future.
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The fee structure for each of the above applications will be explained in detail in 

the "About the App" section of the application. The specific fee structure terms 

could be adjusted according to market and users’ needs. Show platform will initiate 

more self-operated projects in the future. All self-operated projects will be marked 

as "Show Projects" on the project homepage or in an obvious position. For a 

detailed introduction of each application on the Show platform project and the 

future plan of the Show platform, please check the document of "Show Platform 

Introduction and Future Planning "on the official website Show.sv. 


Platform Revenue Supervision


All Show platform projects will only use the following two addresses as income 

addresses. Users are welcome to supervise:


Main Address: 19NeJJM6eEa3bruYnqkTA4Cp6VvdFGSepd


Backup Address: 176C9RPWDggnvdVcWG3wrZEJcm1bHTcKM5


No less than 40% of the combined revenue of the above two addresses will be 

used to buy back ShowCoin until 100 million of ShowCoin was burned.
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Precautions & Risk Warning


Precautions


This document is only used as a conceptual document to describe the concept and 

allocation of ShowCoin. It does not constitute a prospectus, an offer document, a 

securities offering, an investment tender, or an offer to sell any products or assets.


All ShowCoin supporters should carefully read this document and the relevant 

instructions on the official website, fully understand the blockchain technology and 

clearly understand the definition and issuance purpose of ShowCoin. ShowCoin 

does not need to be purchased, but users will pay necessary fees for mining and 

platform service fees when using the Show platform. ShowCoin participants must 

be clear that paying related mining fees or platform service fees does not 

constitute a purchase of ShowCoin. And the fees issued are non-refundable, 

cannot be canceled, and cannot be compensated.
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Risk Warning


1. ShowCoin is a token minted and issued using the Sensible BCP-02 protocol, but 

whether users can use it depends on related Oracle services, wallets, and other 

supporting facilities. These supporting facilities may be unavailable, causing 

ShowCoin to become unavailable;


2. Sensible BCP-02 is an on-chain Smart Contract that relies on the sCrypt 

language and the Oracle program. Once the contract is on the chain, it cannot 

be modified. Like all Smart Contracts, the sCrypt compiler, BCP-02 protocol, and 

Oracle programs used by ShowCoin may have vulnerabilities and be hacked to 

cause ShowCoin losses;


3. ShowFuture Foundation (SFF) will spare no effort to promote ShowPay Limited 

to increase the use of ShowCoin, and will also actively implement the relevant 

content described in the white paper. However, due to the uncertainty of the 

external environment and internal resources, we reserve the right to adjust the 

content described in the white paper. We are not obliged to notify all changes 

to the content of the white paper. Participants are requested to keep abreast of 

updates through relevant channels;


4. In addition to the above risks, since blockchain technology and smart contracts 

are still a brand new field, there may be various risks that we have not 

mentioned or anticipated yet.



